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Mauro Maggi 1
This catalogue enables scholars to gain access safely to the London Khotanese materials, both published and unpublished, thus fulfilling a long-felt need. It is preceded by an introduction dealing with the Khotanese collections of the British Library, the history of Khotan and the Khotanese manuscripts described, their language, script, chronology and terminology. A bibliography and biographical notes on persons involved in the study of the collections are also included. For each item (manuscript or fragment) the following '[stä] 'together with his army he feared', a reference to Māra and his demons taking flight at the Buddha's awakening. Although the quality of transcriptions and translations varies, as is admitted by Skjaervø, and the often innovative and enlightening translations are at times quite tentative, the work marks a great step forward in the research on Khotanese. If the transcriptions contained in Bailey's editions provided a rough guide for reading the manuscripts, now Skjaervø's translations provide a first orientation with regard to their contents. Unfortunately, the editions of some texts tacitly accept emendations already proposed by Bailey without signaling that the manuscript reading is different. This depends on the fact that at least some texts essentially reproduce a philologically unsatisfying electronic text resulting from the input directed by Emmerick in the 1960's and a revision by H. Kumamoto in the early 1990's (available in TITUS, the Thesaurus indogermanischer Text-und Sprachmaterialien of Frankfurt University: http://titus.unifrankfurt.de). A few annotations: H. 143a NS 99 (IOL Khot 161/4) probably belongs in the lacuna of Zambasta 24.126-161; Khot (IO) 9 (IOL Khot 174/10) is the last folio of a manuscript of the Aparimitāyuḥsūtra; the manuscripts Godfrey 2 and 3 are not in the "Musée Guimet, Paris", but in the Bibliothèque nationale de France.
